Brave Leaders, Bold Moves:
Giving in Numbers Brief 2017
CECP, in association with The Conference Board, produces the largest, most robust, industry-leading, and internationally recognized
research on corporate social investment, Giving in Numbers. This year, 250+ multi-billion dollar companies with aggregate
revenues of $7.5 trillion participated. Leading companies are taking charge and re-defining ‘purpose’ and success for themselves;
pacesetters are being rewarded for innovative practices and policies; and CEOs are stepping forward on social issues, empowered by
the passion of their employees and the communities they serve.
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* Notes: Unless noted, 2016 data collected in 2017. HOW MUCH represent medians and top quartile
(minimum to be in the top 25% of companies on each measure). CAUSES figure represent average
percentages of Total Giving. N values vary for each measure. Additional definitions available in the CECP
Valuation Guide.
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CECP, a coalition of more than 200 CEOs and
companies that are a force for good, conducts the
annual Giving in Numbers Survey in association
with The Conference Board. http://cecp.co

